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TRUSTWORTHINESS
.Be honest • Don't deceive, cheat a steal • Be reliable — do what YOU WY you'll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation
Be loyal — stand by your family, friends and country
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pus
Sing
Once again, hundreds of students participated and watched All Campus Sing as
groups performed on the steps of Lovett
Auditorium Wednesday afternoon and
evening. Pictured clockwise, from top left:
Sigma Sigma Sigma perform a medley
with the theme of "Fire;" Zeta Phi Beta
performs the theme of "I Heart the '90s;"
and Sigma Phi Epsilon performs the
theme, "End of the World." SPE won the
top prize in the fraternity division and
Alpha Gamma Delta won the sorority division with "Just Dance."
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Eggners Ferry bridge hearings continue
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Daily Forecast
The National %meter Service
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 77.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 56.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
78.
Friday Night: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 52.
Saturday: A chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 65.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers.
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the bridge near Aurora. The hearings are not a trial, but
are part of a formal inquiry that could lead to sanctions
if anyone is found to be in violation of proper procedure and conduct.
Investigators asked Bob Pepper. Delta Manner genBy ANGIE HATTON
manager, about the hiring of Capt. William Collins
eral
Staff Writer
Foss Maritime company officials and the second as the pilot adviser to navigate. the river route portion
mate of the Delta Mariner cargo ship provided testimo- of the trip. The ship is both ocean-going and riverny Wednesday in the third day of the U. S. Coast Guard going. and an experienced river pilot is required on
and National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) each trip to provide "local knowledge" on the inland
public hearingyin the Eggners Ferry Bridge incident waterways system. Pepper said he was confident in
investigation:
Collins' abilities and in his experience having been
The Coast Guard and NTSB are determining which hired previously to pilot the Delta Mariner.
entities or individuals may be at fault for the Jan. 26
In transcripts from the Voyager Data Recorder of the
night-time crash that knocked out a 322-ft. section of
bridge conversation leading up to the allision, ship's

Ship company officials, crew
answer questions on incident

master Capt. Lloyd Patten asks Collins about turning
the vessel around after Collins curses.
"If can't slow it down fast enough, turn it around,"
said Patten.
"No, no, I think we can go through these," said
Collins, refening to the bridge span the Delta Mariner
hit.
"Which ones?" said John Newland, chief mate.
Newland was at the helm of the ship and was the senior officer on watch at the time of the crash.
"The ones we're going for, but isn't that the highest
one?" said Collins.
Pepper testified that if he had been on the Delta

II See Page 2A

BZA approves sign variance,
discusses Campus Core sidewalks
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments approved a sign
variance at their Wednesday
meeting and discussed a conditional use permit requiring
the former Campus Suites to
build sidewalks on North 16th
Street.
The commission approved a
4-foot height variance and 9foot front setback variance for
a monument-style sign at 1621
Ky. 121 North Bypass. The
application was submitted by
Tommy Miller, who owns the
property, on behalf of a tenant,
Sheila Crouse with Woodmen
of the World. Crouse said she
wanted a sign that people
could see from the road. The
variance passed 5-I. with BZA
Chairman Bill Whitaker voting no.
Candace
Planner
City

Dowdy said the application
could be the first of many to
come before the board because
of the state right-of-way plan
on Ky. 121 in connection to
the future widening of the
highway. Board member Mary
Anne Medlock said that
because the right-of-way had
been established, the board
might need to hold a special
meeting with other businesses
nearby to discuss sign regulations on Ky. 121. Dowdy said
that if the city invited business
owners to a meeting, she wasn't sure how many would
attend. Board member Brad
Darnell said the reason variances are granted because each
request is for a different situation, so he didn't think the
board would necessarily be
setting a precedent by granting
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FFA FIELD DAY: High school students from around the region stand to the left as they take notes
and judge vanous horses on muscular strength and other attributes at the West Farm during Murray
State University's 60th annual FFA Field Day. For more coverage, see Page 2A
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a variance to Crouse's sign.
Toward the end of the meeting, the commission discussed a
conditional use permit that was
granted to Campus.Suites, now
Campus Core, in 2007. When
the permit was granted, the
owners of the apartment complex agreed to build sidewalks
on North 16th Street once the
City of Murray built its own
sidewalks that would join with
the property. Board attorney
Mike Pitman said it was agreed
at the time that it wouldn't make
sense for Campus Suites to
build a sidewalk right away
because it would lead nowhere.
Peyton Mastera, the city's
projects administrator, said the
city received a $125,000 grant
last year to construct a sidewalk
from the Keg to Campus Core.
He said the city initially planned
to involve Campus Core with
the sidewalk grant - which he
said would have saved the owners money - but did not hear
back before bidding the project
out. He said the former owner,
Henry Morton, was instrumental in helping the city secure the
grant because he submitted a
letter supporting the city's
application.
Mastera said he informed
Campus Core of Wednesday's
permit review, but did not hear
back. Pitman said the board
could send a letter to Campus
Core informing them that if they
did not comply with the permit,
the board could hold a public
hearing to consider revoking it.
If it were revoked, the apartment complex would have to
cease operations, he said.
Dowdy said that if Campus
Core does not meet its obligations, the owners could be fined
for each day they are not in
compliance.
After holding a compatibility
hearing, the commission also
voted to declare a residential
planned development project
(POP) at Unit 3, lot 49 in the
Cambridge subdivision compatible with the area. The commission also voted to approve the
conditional use permit for a
neighboring residential PDP on
Princeton Drive, which is at
Unit 3, lot 48 in Cambridge.

Mariner, he would have followed the lights in going under
the bridge. Crew members have
said that the only lights visible
on the bridge were the ones on
the section they attempted to
pass under.
The Coast Guard had sent out
an alert over the radio warning
that the lights were out on the
Eggners Ferry Bridge, but former second mate Shaun Quinn
said that the weather created a
lot of noise and the crew did not
hear the notice to turn to the
emergency channel for the alert.
Quinn added that the Coast
Guard had not put out any written alert on its website of the
lighting outage.
Quinn resigned from his job at
Foss Maritime a few weeks after
the incident. He said it was a
personal decision, and that he
did not receive any disciplinary
action from the company. Quinn
said he had been employed by
the company since Sept. 30,
2011, and had worked on board
the ship for only one full trip
before the incident, which
occurred 24 hours after the Delta
Mariner left port in Decatur,
Ala.
Foss Maritime senior vice
president of operations Scott
Merritt was questioned about
procedure and safety practices
on board the Delta Mariner, and
about Collins' hiring. Merritt
said Collins' greater experience
was on the lower Mississippi
River. However, he had experience navigating the Tennessee
River as well, and the management team was comfortable with
Collins' amount of knowledge,
and with his performance in
prior trips with the vessel,
Merritt said.
Merritt said since the time of
the incident, Foss Maritime has
been conducting its own review
of procedures and practices on
the ship. Merritt added that the
Delta Mariner undergoes a much
more thorough safety evaluation
than many other commercial
vessels that travel the river system.
Hearings were scheduled to
resume Thursdij, 'Morning at
7:15 a.m.
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Charles Magness stands in front of a tractor that Murray State
University student Randall McStoots of Leitchfield backed into
a simulated garage space during MSU's 60th annual FFA
Field Day. Magness has attended every field day except for
two.

Magness misses only 2 Murray
State FFA Field Days in 60 years
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
Hutson School of Agriculture
hosted the 60th annual FFA
Field Day on Wednesday, and
one of the participating judges
has been there from the beginning.
As high school students from
44 different counties across
western Kentucky, Illinois and
Tennessee arrived at MSU's
Cherry
"Bill"
William
Exposition Center and West
Farm,Charles Magness,80, was
on hand to judge a tractor driving activity. The activity
involved backing a tractor and
wagon between two sets of
metal stakes representing a
small barn and garage.
Magness said he was at the
first FFA (Future Farmers of
America) Field Day in 1952

when he was a freshman at
Murray State College. He lived,
appropriately enough, at Fanner
Avenue, at the time. The following two years, Magness was a
member of the United States
Army, and was stationed in
Baltimore, Md. as part with the
Corps.
Counterintelligence
After arriving back home,
Magness finished school.
Although he graduated from
Murray State in 1957, he said
has never missed a field day
since coming back to Kentucky
in 1954.
Magness said he enjoys judging the tractor backing event,
and that the field day provides a
valuable service to students
aspiring to careers in agriculture.
"It's a good training tool for
future farmers to know how to
handle equipment," he said.

Transportation
budget gets OK
from Ky. House
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A
dangerous stretch of Interstate
65 where II people died in a
crash two years ago would be
widened to three lanes on each
side under a $4.5 billion transportation budget that cleared the
House on Wednesday.
The massive spending plan
also includes money for
expanding airports, dredging
river ports and building bridges,
including the state's single
largest project: $2.6 billion for
two bridges across the Ohio
River in Louisville.
State Rep. Sannie Overly,
chairman of the House Budget
on
Subcommittee
Transportation, said the massive
spending plan doesn't meet all
the state's needs, but it does
provide funding for two years'
worth of badly-needed construction projects.
"We all know there are many
more transportation needs in our
state than there are transportation dollars to take care of those
needs," said Overly, D-Paris.
The House passed the spending plan 96-2. It now goes to the
Senate for consideration.
Lawmakers have been rushing
the measure through the House
in hopes of wrapping up a special legislative session quickly.
Gov. Steve Beshear called the
special session because lawmakers didn't pass the measure
in the regular session that ended
last week.
Each day lawmakers are in
Frankfort adds another $60,000
to the cost of the special session.

House Speaker Greg Stumbo
said he's hopeful the spending
plan can be passed by the
Senate and sent to Beshear by
Friday.
The measure sets aside $200
million to widen 1-65, where
numerous fatal traffic accidents
have occurred in recent years. A
crash on a rural stretch of the

highway near Munfordville in
2010 killed II people, 10 of
them members of a Mennonite
family and one a truck driver
whose tractor-trailer crossed the
median and struck their van.
Stan Lampe, president of
for
Better
Kentuckians
Transportation, heralded the
highway appropriations bill
Tuesday as a measure that will
improve all modes of travel in
the state.
Lampe said the bill includes $1
million to dredge silt that is clogging up Kentucky's river ports,
$3.2 million to upgrade railroad
crossings around the state, and
$10 million to improve more
than 50 of the state's smaller airports.
Budgeting has been one of the
more time-consuming chores
this year for Kentucky lawmakers, who passed the $19 billion
state government operating
budget in late March. That budget includes sharp cuts to most
government agencies, leaves
employees without pay raises
and erases a planned cost-of-living increase from the monthly
pension checks of retirees.
The measure also includes 8.4
percent cuts to most government
agencies and programs because
of lingering financial woes
brought on by the recession.
Those cuts will account for nearly $300 million in savings.
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Pet physical exams and more will be available
at Saturday's ID Clinic at Carmen Pavilion
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Animal
Health
Technology/Pre-veterinary
Club and the Humane Society
of Calloway County will host
an Animal Health Technology
Day and Pet ID Clinic on
Saturday, April 21, from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Carmen Pavilion.
Carmen Pavilion is on College
Farm Road directly across from
Calloway County High School.
Murray State animal health
technology and pre-veterinary
students will provide free physical exams for dogs and cats
under the supervision of
licensed veterinarians. Students
will do a heartworm test for
dogs for $15 and feline
leukemia (FELV) and feline
immunodeficiency (FIV) tests
for $20. They will bathe pets
for $7 each, clean ears & trim
nails for $4 and do fecal tests
for $i0. The spa package of a
bath, nail trim and ear cleaning
is $10."The works" for dogs is
$30 and for cats is $35. A special package for puppies under
six months old is $15 and does
not include a heartworm test.
The Humane Society will
microchip dogs and cats for $10
each. A microchip the size of a
grain of rice is inserted between
the shoulder blades of a dog in
a relatively painless and quick
procedure. Each microchip
transponder has a unique number which enables a shelter or
veterinary clinic to scan the animal for this number which will
be registered with a national

Bin Laden family deportation hits more snags
ISLAMABAD (AP) — The
plan to deport Osama bin
Laden's three widows and their
nine children from Pakistan ran
into more bureaucratic hurdles
on Wednesday, making it uncertain when they would leave,
their lawyer said.
The family was detained by
Pakistani authorities last May
after U.S. Navy SEALs raided
the compound in northwest
Pakistan where the al-Qaida
chief was hiding and killed him.
The American commandos left
bin Laden's relatives but took
his body, which they later
buried at sea.
Pakistan interrogated the family members and eventually
charged the widows and two
adult daughters last month with
illegally entering and living in
the country. The five women
were convicted at the beginning
of April and sentenced to 45

in pnson, with credit for
about a month served.
Their prison term, which was
spent at a well-guarded house in
Islamabad, ended Tuesday.
They were scheduled to be
deported after the completion of
their sentence, but their departure has been held up for
bureaucratic reasons, said Atif
All Khan, who took over as
their lawyer Wednesday.
A brother of one of the widows, who has been campaigning
for their release, fired the previous lawyer, Mohammad Amir
Khalil, for making unauthorized
statements to the media, said
Khan.
Khalil could not be reached
for comment. He initially said
the family would be deported
around midnight Tuesday and
later revised that to sometime
Wednesday.

days

Photo provided

Kristine Bruss and Chelsea Jones, Murray State University animal health technology and preveterinary students, pause in mid-bath for one of the canine clients at last year's Animal Health
Technology(AHT) Day. The students provide free physical exams for dogs and cats along with
several...low cost pet health services for dogs at cats. This year's AHT Day and Pet ID Clinic is
Saturday, Apirl 21, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Carmen Animal Health Technology Pavilion on
Collegi Farm Road.
database allowing the owner to
be- contacted when the pet is
found. Local veterinary offices,
the animal shelter and Humane
Society have scanners to read
these microchips, as do most
across the country.
The Humane Society will also
make custom pet ID tags for $3
each and photograph pets for
their free Lost Pet Photo
Registry.

The mission of The Humane mals and people.
Society of Calloway County, a
For more information regardUnited Way agency, is to extend ing Animal Health Technology
humane education, teaching
in our
kindness and concern for ani- Day or animal issues
Humane
the
contact
community,
mals and humans alike; to
relieve suffering and prevent Society of Calloway County at
cruelty to animals: to increase (270) 759-1884 or humanesociawareness of pet overpopulation
ety@murray-ky.net or visit their
and work to reduce it; to enrich
our community through the pro- office at 607 Poplar Street Suite
motion of quality of life for ani- A-1.

Prescription drug bill passes House in 3 day
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -.
Investigators would be able to
easily identify and charge
unscrupulous doctors who overprescribe painkillers and andanxiety drugs under legislation
passed by the House on
Wednesday.
The measure was a top priority for Gov. Steve Beshear that
he included in a call for a special session that began on
Monday.
Within three days-of convening, the Democratic-controlled
House passed the measure 7028. It now goes to the
Republican-led Senate, where it
is expected to undergo significant revisions.
State Rep. John Tilley, chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, said prescription
drug abuse has reached epidemic proportions in Kentucky,
where more people are dying
from overdoses than from car
wrecks - nearly 1,000 per year.
"We know that we will lose
three people today, and, every
day that we won't act, we'll lose
three more people to prescription overdose deaths," Tilley
lawmakers
fellow
told
Wednesday.
The measur e would require
all physicians to tap into the
state's prescription monitoring
system to determine if patients
seeking painkillers or anti-anxiety drugs have recently gotten
similar medications from other
doctors. Investigators from the
attorney general's office also
would monitor the prescribing
practices of doctors, allowing
quick investigations into questionable behavior.
Medical
Kentucky
The
Association opposes the House
measure, citing the "broad and
overarching authority" given to
the attorney general to gain
access to what members believe
should be private medical information.
The KMA also objected to a
provision that would require each
doctor in the state to pay a fee of
up to $50 a year to the attorney
general's office to maintain the
drug monitoring.system.
A bloc of GOP lawmakers who
opposed the measure raised concerns about investigators from the
attorney general office's essentially looking over the shoulders of
the states physicians. They argu
ed it could negatively affect
patients who have a legitimate
need for painkillers or anti-anxiety drugs. State Rep. David
Floyd, R-Bardstown. said putting
law enforcement in charge of a

drug monitoring program that has
always been under the auspices of
a health services agency is objectionable.
"The underlying assumption is
that for every physician who prescribes you are under suspicion,"
Floyd said. 'Every patient who
wants a prescription for
hydrocodone, OxyContin, you are
under suspicion."
The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce endorsed the legislation, saying it would help to dim-

Mate "a workplace and occupa- jobs," he said.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo,
tional safety hazard" caused by
people reporting to their jobs D-Prestonsburg, said many people suspect that the actual number
impaired by drugs.
Tilley said drug use has made it of overdose deaths is three to five
difficult for some businesses to times higher higher than is curfind enough employees who can rently being reported.
"This bill goes a long way to
pass drug screenings.
"There was a recent store open- putting a stop to a problem that
ing in the state where there were has taken so many of our citi800 job applicants, and 600 of zens and left a void in so many
those 800 job applicants tested families," Stumbo said. "We
positive for drugs. ineli gible for cannot afford to ignore it any
jobs at a time when folks need longer."
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Over/ooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

TRY OUR NEW SPECIALS!
Tuesday Night - Softshell Crabs • Thursday Night - Frog Legs

To locate a
Sherwin-Williams*store
near you visit
shgrwin-williams.com or
call 1-800-4-SHERW1N.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch 2? Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

270-436-5496

www.cypressspringsresort.com
Stilt Owned f Operated by the Williams Family
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94 West

Bring your Bible.
Let's study together.
Truth does not fear investigation.
Murray

H.S.

West Murray Building

III

Holiday Dr.

We are located on the corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Dr.
Please visit us online at www.westmurraychurch.com
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Rachel White Hendon

I. Wells Purdom, Jr.

Obituaries
David L. Groves
Da v id L Groves, 79, died on April 9, 2012, in Portland, Ore., after
a bnef illness. Thanks to Hospice, he was able to pass away in the
manner of his choosing: at home, with dignity, and surrounded by
his family.
He was born on April 12, 1932, in Charleston, W. V. to Ethel
Shepherd Groves and David W. Groves. In 1964 he married Jean
Drake in Ankara, Turkey where he was stationed with the USAF.
While serving, they also lived in England, Washington, D. C., and
Colorado Springs.
After over 20 years in the Air Force, he retired
but continued working as a manager at the Capital
City Club in Atlanta, the Missouri Athletic Club in
St. Louis and later at military clubs in the Azores,
Charleston, SC and Izmir, Turkey. In 1993 he
retired for good, moving to Murray, Ky., and in
2011 to Portland, Ore.
In 1986 he took a sabbatical, taught himself woodworking and
built many beautiful pieces of furniture. He continued his love of
working with his hands by helping all of his grown children with
numerous house projects, and volunteering on six Habitat houses in
Murray. He also loved to cook and filled family and friends many
times with his delicious twice baked potatoes. When their children
were grown and living all over the U.S., he and Jean bought an RV
and spent many enjoyable trips visiting them and their grandchildren. He was active and full of life until the very end.
Dave is survived by his wife and their children: Brian, and wife,
Livia, of Miami, Flo., Steven, and wife, Linda, of St. Louis, Mo.,
, Carolyn, and husband, Bret, of Portland, Ore., Timon, and wife,
Julie, of Louisville. Ky., and Austin, of Murray, Ky., all of whom
were with him in the last week of his life. He is also survived by
three wonderful grandchildren: Sabine, Gabriel and Vivian, his siblings: Jean Sayre, Richard Groves and Louise Finney, and his pets
Clifford and Chi. He was a good man and will be sorely missed.
Arrangements are being handled by Crown Memorial Center, of
Portland, Ore.
This is a paid obituary.

Betty Elkins
Graveside services for Betty Elkins, 84, of Murray, Ky., will be
held Thursday, April 19, 2012, at 11:00 a.m. at the Murray
Memorial Gardens, with John Dale officiating.
Burial will follow.
Elkins died Monday, April 16, 2012, at 10:35
p.m., at her home.
She was born June 26, 1927, in Detroit, Mich., to
the late Robert and Myrtle Bryan Elkins. She was
a retired school teacher with the Marshall County
School district.
She was preceded in death by her parents, and
one brother, Rainey Miller Elkins.
Survivors include two brothers, Bryan Elkins of
Elkins
Murray and W.A. Elkins of Kirksey, and also several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House building fund, 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

featuring singer/songwriter

Ronnie
Hinson
(-The Lighthouse")

riday,
April 20th
FREE
4DmissioN 7:00Pm

Paris Community Bible Church
Cgrner of 810 Grant St. and Hwy. 69 South in Paris, TN

Pastor Roger Wallace
Call 731-644-1255 for more information.

Performance
That Is A Cut
Above The Rest

Mrs. Rachel White Hendon,91, of Murray, Ky., died. Wednesday,
A graveside service for Mr. 1 Wells Purdom, Jr., 73, of Murray,
18, 2012, at Glendale Place Retirement Community.
April
Murray
Ky., will be held Thursday, April 19, 2012, at 3 p.m. at the
She was a member of the University Church of Christ, was active
City Cemetery with Rev. Rick Dye officiating. Burial will follow.
Visitation will be held on Thursday, April 19, from 1-3 p.m. at J.H. in the University Christian Student Center, was a member of the
Calloway County Homemakers and Jackson
Churchill Funeral Home.
Purchase Historical Society and was a homemakPurdom died Tuesday, April 17, 2012, at Lourdes Hospital in
er and former employee of the Bank of Murray.
Paducah.
Hendon was born Feb. 16, 1921, in Calloway
Purdom was born in Calloway County on Feb. I, 1939, to the late
County, to the late Lon and Miriam Duncan
lssac Wells Purdom, Sr. and Alide Beloit Purdom, Purdom owned
White. In addition to her parents, she is also preand operated Purdom Motors in Murray for 38 years and was a
member of the First United Methodist Church.
ceded in death by her husband, Robert Hendon:
In addition to his parents, Purdom was preceded in death by one
three sisters, Eunta Herning, Lonnie Rayburn,
brother, John Neal Purdom.
Robbie Blalock; three brothers, Jack White, Otley
He is survived by his wife, Betty Jo Purdom of Murray; one
White and Gene White.
Hendon
daughter, Allyson Paige Purdom of Nashville, Tenn.; two sons, I.
She is survived by three daughters, Rebecca H.
Wells "Tripp" Purdom, Ill and wife, Allyson, of Paducah and John
Page and husband. J.T., of Paris, Tenn., Carolyn H.
Nix Purdom and wife, Sherry, of Murray; one sister, Patsy Purdom Colson and husband, Kennie, of Murray, Mirrian H. Ferguson and
Miller and husband, Tim, of Murray; five grandchildren, Allyson husband, Mark, of Murray; five grandchildren and five great grandPaige Purdom and John Wells Purdom both of Paducah, Chandler children also survive.
Ray Purdom and Meredith Kay Purdom, both of Murray, and Shee'
Funeral services will be held 11 a.m., Friday, April 20, in the
Riley Purdom of New Jersey as well as several nieces and nephews.
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and
Expressions of sympathy can be made to: Hospice, Att. Hospice
Chancy Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray
House, Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, 803 Poplar
Gardens. Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m.. Thursday.
"Memorial
Street, Murray, KY 42071 or to the First United Methodist Church,
April 19, at the funeral home.
503 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Expression of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralHospital Hospice House building fund, 803 Poplar Street,
County
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J. H. Churchill
KY 42071 or Robert and Rachel Hendon Servants Fund.
Murray,
Funeral Home.
University Christian Student Center Alumni and Friend
Association, 801 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071. Online
Wanda Sue Wynn
can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. J.
condolences
Funeral services for Wanda Sue Wynn, 68, of Murray, Ky., will
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Churchill
H.
York
&
man
held at 2 p.m. Friday, April 20, 2012, at Blalock-Cole
Funeral Home, with Dr. Jim Simmons officiating. Burial will follow
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
in the Murray Cemetery. Friends may call after 11 a.m. Friday at
obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
preceding
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Serving as pallbearers will
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
be Jeff Henderson, Jeremy Powers, Jerry Newman, Scott Daniels,
Jason Wynn and David Devant Holland. Music will be provided by
Gary McClure, pianist and vocalist.
'American Bandstand' host Clark dead at 82
Wynn died at 10:47 a.m., April 16, 2012, at
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Dick ed programs on all three netVanderbilt Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Clark stood as an avatar of rock works.
She was born Jan. 4, 1944, in Paris, Tenn., to the 'n' roll virtually from its birth
Equally comfortable chatting
late Hardin & Rebecca (Hodge) Powers. One and, until his death Wednesday about music with Sam Cooke or
brother, Mark Powers, also preceded her in death. at age 82, as a cultural touch- bantering with Ed McMahon on
Mrs. Wynn attended Memorial Baptist Church, stone for boomers and their "TV's Bloopers and Practical
Jokes," Clark was listed among
and was retired as a Teachers Assistant at Murray grandkids alike.
His identity as "the world's the Forbes 400 of wealthiest
Middle School.
became Americans. Clark, who died of a
teenager"
She is survived by her husband, Jimmy Darrell oldest
as time heart attack Wednesday at a
years,
recent
Wynn
in
strained
two
1961;
3,
June
married
was
she
whom
Wynn,to
his Santa Monica hospital, also was
with
up
caught
infirmity
and
daughters, Valerie McClure, and husband, Gary, of Paducah, and
boyishness. But he part of radio as partner in the
enduring
Lori Wynn, of Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Jason Wynn,of Bangkok. owned New Year's Eve after
United Stations Radio Network.
Thailand; two sisters, Lisa Holcomb, and husband, Phillip, of four decades hosting his annual
which provided programs —
one
Tenn.;
Paris,
of
,
Hollow Rock, Tenn., and Vicki Powers-Taylor
telecast on ABC from Times including Clark's — to thoubrother, Junior Powers, and wife, Carol, of Paris, Tenn.; two grand- Square. And as a producer and sands of stations.
children, Heather McClure, and Brittany Holland, and two great- entertainment entrepreneur, he
"There's hardly any segment
grandchildren.
was a media titan: his Dick of the population that doesn't see
Clark Productions supplied what I do," Clark told The
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- movies, game shows, beauty Associated Press in a 1985 intercontests and more to TV, and, view.
ments.
for a time in the 1980s, he boast-

MSU school of nursing joins forces with the
First Lady, Biden to support military families

Gospel Singing

TOROJ

By AUSTIN WILDMANN
MSU Print Media
MURRAY, Ky. — In an effort
to better serve veterans and military families, Murray State
University's school of nursing
has committed to further education for future and current nurses in recognizing and caring for
those affected by combat-related issues.
Recently, First Lady Michelle
Obama and Dr. Jill Biden, wife
of Vice President Joe Biden,
have announced a coordinated
effort of several organizations
and more than 500 nursing
schools across the country to
educate nurses on the recognition and care of injuries and
issues faced by military personnel, veterans and their families.
Such situations might include
depression, traumatic brain
injury and post-traumatic stress
disorder(PTSD).

"Whether we're in a hospital,
doctor's office or a community
health center, nurses are often
the first people we see when we
walk through the door. Because
of their expertise, they are trusted to be the frontline of
America's health care system,"
said Obama. "That's why Jill
and I knew we could turn to
America's nurses and nursing
students to help our veterans
and military families get the
they've
care
world-class
earned."
Post-traumatic stress disorder
and traumatic brain injury have
impacted approximately 1 in 6
from
returning
troops
Afghanistan and Iraq — more
than 300,000 veterans. And
since 2000, more than 44,000 of
those troops have suffered at
least a moderate-grade traumatic brain injury.
Health care professionals who

tow tom
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members and their families facing clinical issues.
"With the close proximity of
Fort Campbell and the many
family members of the Armed
Services involved in our nursing
programs, this opportunity to
integrate content related to the
needs of military families is a
'win-win' opportunity for the
school of nursing," said Dr.
Marcia Hobbs, dean of nursing
at MSU. "The faculty looks
forward to being part of this
nationwide movement."
Leading the initiative are the
American Nurses Association.
American Academy of Nurse
American
Practitioners,
Association of Colleges of
Nursing and the National
League for Nursing. The organizations are coordinating the
project with the departments of
Veterans Affairs and Defense.
and nursing schools across the
country.
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have received extensive training
in mental health issues often
treat veterans seeking care within the Veteran's Affairs health
system, but the majority of veterans in this country seek care
outside of the VA system.
America's nurses are trusted
partners in providing lifesaving
care. With this commitment
they will make a dramatic and
positive impact on the longterm health of hundreds of thousands of veterans. They will
learn to understand the needs of
those who have served, to recognize the warning signs of
PTSD, depression or suicide,
and to know where to send them
for help.
Murray State University's
school of nursing has committed by 2014 to integrate content
that addresses the unique health
and wellness challenges of service members as well as to educate America's future nurses to
care for U.S. veterans, service
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Main Street Youth Center, of Murray. will hold a car wash,
Saturday. April 21 at Pizza Hut from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Everyone is invited.

MSU Horticulture Plant Sale to be held
Murray State University Horticulture students grown annual
and perennial flowers and a large variety of trees, including
fruit trees, will be for sale Saturday. April 21 at 8 a.m. and
3 p.m. at the MSU Agriculture's Pullen Farm. The farm is
located in town on Hickory Street. The public is invited. For
more information contact Heather Blankenship at hblankenshipl@murraystate.edu or call 767-0467.

MHS basketball banquet set
The Murray High School Tiger and Lady Tiger basketball
banquet will be held Sunday. April 22. at 2:30 p.m. at MHS.
Basketball players. managers. cheerleaders and the dance team
will be recognized. Family members are invited. Desserts will
be served.

Murray Half Marathon set for April 21
Registration is open for the second annual Murray Half
Marathon, to be held Saturday. April 21. beginning at 7 a.m.
at the Center for Health and Wellness. Register now at www.MurrayHalfMarathon.org or call 762-1908. Please note there is no
same day registration. All proceed will benefit the Murray-Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare.

MAGAZINE CLUB: At the March meeting of the Magazine
Club, Annette Alexander, left, gave the devotion, Sally
Alexander, middle, was the hostess and Genevieve Adams
presented the program. The next meeting will be held
Thursday. April 26, at 2 p.m. at Dumplins, Murray. Jean
Cooper will be the hostess.

B.F.A. Readings by
authors set for April 19
Special to the Ledger
B.F.A. Readings by kJ. Adams and Brandon McPherson
will be held on Thursday. April 19. at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
State University. The event and the reception following the
readings are free and open to the public.
The readings will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara Eagle Art
Gallery on the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Building.
The event is part of the creative writing program at Murray
State.
For more information, call 809-2401.

The "Book to Movie Club." of the Calloway County Public Library will meet Saturday. April 21, beginning at noon to
discuss then watch the fourth book/film chosen. "The Firm."
by John Grisham. Led by Sandy Linn, participants are invited
to bring their lunch and the library will provide drinks and
dessert. For more information call 753-2288.

Spring Open House to be held
MSU Nursing Alumni Association and the Nursing Student
Affairs Committee are hosting a Spring Open House for MSU
Nursing Alumni and all current nursing students at Mason Hall
on April 21 front 1-4- p.m. There will be information about
"What's Happening in the School of Nursing". future goals of
the school and tours of Mason Hall. All nursing alumni from
1952 through 2011 and all current nursing students are cordially invited to attend.

Alpha Department of MWC to meet

The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday. April 21. at 9:30 a.m. at the clubhouse. Hostesses will be Becky Smith. Wanda Johnson and Neta Smothrman. John Dale. minister, will speak about "Living the Good
Life." All members are encouraged to attend.

Car wash to be held Saturday

Bags of Hope. of the Blood River Baptist Association, will
hold a fundraiser car wash on Saturday. April 21. at Captain
D's, Murray, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Proceeds will benefit
Bags of Hope. which supplies help for domestic violence shelters, drug rehab participants. Merryman House residents. Four
Rivers BehaVioral Health and other in-house facility patients.
Donations are accepted and the public is invited to attend.

Family reunion to be held

Descendants of James Franklin and Mary Susan Wells Walker will hold a reunion on Saturday. April 28. from 1-5 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World Building. 330 C.C. Lowery
Drive. Murray. A potluck will begin at 3 p.m. All Walker
descendants are invited. For more information call 753-1977.
753-4661 or 753-1951.

Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 753-4803.

Photo provided

KENTUCKY SOCIETY DAR: The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, Murray,
recently attended the Kentucky Society of the DAR in
Lexington and was recognized as being third in the state for
increased membership within the last year. Pictured, from left,
are Annie F. Knight, Sandra T. Ashford and Angelia W.
Thompson, chapter regent. Any woman 18 years or older may
join the DAR by documenting her lineage to an ancestor,
either male or female, who aided the cause of American independence through military, civil, or patriotic service.
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sultation, if needed.
"The hip or knee screening is
a wonderful opportunity for
people to get their hip or knee
pain evaluated without the anxieties associated with an office
appointment," said orthopedic
surgeon Ted Jefferson, DO."It
is a good way to get help for a
recurring pain."
Registration is limited to people with hip or knee pain not
related to an injury currently
being treated.

Jacqueline Elder
named to Dean's List

Turn-of-the-Century
event set for April 28

10th Annual

e4cdietite Vf

KET (Kentucky Educational
Television), WS1L and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly,
award-winning video magazine
produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University. Most
recently, the show picked up
a Grand Champion designation from Kentucky's CASE
awards competition. Filmed in
high definition, the show highlights events throughout Kentucky and the region. Visit
www.roundaboutu.com for upto-date information and clips
from past episodes. Fans can
also follow on Facebook and
Witter for pictures, information and videos, and viewers
can watch past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact Clark at (270) 809-3344
or clarksarah5@gmail.com or
visit the Roundabout U website at www.roundaboutu.com.

WBH to offer free
screenings Saturday

Special to the Ledger
Jacqueline Elder. a 2011 graduate of Calloway County High
School, was recently named to
the Dean's List for the winter
quarter of the 2011-12 academic
Northwestern
at
year
University.
Barbara J. O'Keefe serves as
the Dean of the school of communications.
Each quarter the school of
communications compiles a
Dean's List which identifies
tumes. will conduct reenact- undergraduate students with the
Special to the Ledger
The annual Turn of the Cen- ments at the old schoolhouse. very best records of academic
tury Social, a community-wide courthouse and train depot performance.
event celebrating times gone (Playhouse in the Park). There
Elder is majoring in performby (the late 1800's to early will be food, storytelling and
studies in the school of
ance
activinteractive
1900's). will take place Satur- period-related
Northwestern
making.
communications.
candle
as
such
ities
day. April 28. from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in Murray-Calloway kettle corn cooking. soap mak- is a private university with 8000
ing. period-related coffins and undergraduate students. It is
County Central Park.
Murray State University stu- live animals. The public is
dents. dressed in period cos- invited to attend.
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Special to the Lodger
Jim Carter and Sarah Clark
take Roundabout U a few miles
down the road from Murray
to visit the community of Hazel,
Ky. Before leaving Murray they
make one quick stop to check
out the Best Racer Competition, an event testing physical
fitness and mental endurance.
In Hazel, the show's cohosting duo take the opportunity to check out many of the
well-established shops there
such as Angelique's Antiques,
The Hazel Art Gallery and
Western Wear. Plus, they visit
The Magnolia Tea Room, a
unique local restaurant featuring salads, soups, sandwiches
and made-from-scratch breads
and desserts. In addition, the
old world custom of high tea
is observed each Friday and Saturday afternoon. Carter and
Clark also interview Mayor
Kerry Vassuer while visiting
in Hazel.
This episode of Roundabout
U airs at various times April
22-28, and is broadcast on

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. — Western
Baptist Hospital will offer a free
orthopedic hip or knee screening on Saturday. April 21, at
Baptist Rehab Center, 115
Paducah.
Court.
Kiana
call
required.
are
Appointments
(270)575-2895 for reservations.
Participants will see a physical
therapist and receive exercise
tips to improve re of motion,
or be given a refeNk for more
specialized treatment. An orthopedic surgeon will offer a con-
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Benefit singing to be held

A benefit singing for the Hill family triplets
will be held Saturday. April 21 at 6 p.m. at
the Palenstine Methodist Church. All donations will beneit newborn triplets Tristan. Madison and Morgan Hill who are currently in Kosair Children's Hospital. The public is invited.

a week.

of KY.
1, $120.
$11.5.

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company
will conclude its 20th production season
with a performance entitled, DANCEFEST
RETROSPECT on Friday, April 20, at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University. Admission is
$8 for adults, students under age 16 are
$6 and children under 3 are free. The
evening will conclude with a reception for
all audience members and performers. No
reservations are needed.

Car wash to be held Saturday

email: communitynewsemurrayle4s.41111

Roundabout U visits
local small-town
treasure, Hazel,Ky.
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Jacqueline Elder
located in Evanston. Ill. Elder is
the daughter of Bill and Rose
Elder.

Grill

BaidiS
THE BEST
DEALS IN
TOWN!
Medium 5-Topping Pizza (carryout)
Large 5-Topping Pizza (Carryout)
Medium 5-Topping Pizza
Large 5-Topping Pizza (Delivers')
Any Sandwich with French Fries
Any Salad with Garlic Bread
Any Spaghetti with Garlic Bread

$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$5.00
$6.00
$6.00

Specials Good All Day Every DO
Wt HONOR ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS!
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays & Wednesdays

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.
Oren
Monday-Friday 9-6,
Saturday 5-5 & Sunday 1-5

(270)762-0441 •(270)762-0442
(270)762-0443

Murray I
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
ww.murrayledger.com

kteasueemarrayledger.com
Playhouse to host
poetry clinic Tuesday

AD

Adverts(

Special to the Ledger

Sister Sparrow & the Dirty Birds

Soul band to play Lovett Tuesday
ecial to the Ledger
Sister Sparrow & The Dirty
ds will bring their brand of
ssy soul to Murray State
versity's Lovett Auditorium
:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Sister Sparrow & The Dirty
ds is a nine-piece powerse that puts a modern spin
classic soul. According to the
d's website, the band is led
Arleigh Kincheloe (Sister
now), whose astoundingly
werful
voice and sly
meanor make for a spellbindpresence onstage. She is
ked by the mighty force of
e Dirty Binds, a flock of eight
n who masterfully lay down
ndering grooves and soaring
lodies. While each of the
ds are capable of lighting up
stage with jaw-dropping disys of musicianship, it's clear
y're focused on delivering
band's infectious music as a.
gle entity. Simply put, the
d's live show is explosive.

Dynamic singer and frontwoman Sister Sparrow first
began penning tunes in the
alleyways and back roads
between New York City and the
Catskill Mountains as a teenager. Though already aided and
abetted by her haiiiimica-shred-,,,
ding brother -371
son, it waS'
.
clear that a large. powerful band
was needed to do justice to the
songs she was crafting. The
brother and sister team called
upon their cousin Bram. a
California-bred drummer of
considerable prowess. to help
them assemble a super-band of
epic proportions. Bram brought
in childhood friends 11 Byars
(alto saxophone) and Ryan
Snow (trombone), and Ryan
called upon baritone saxophonist and close friend Johnny
Butler. Later, the addition of
trumpeter Phil Rodriguez completed the unstoppable force of
the virtuosic Dirty Birds' horns.
The rhythm section was filled

VOCAL IMPRESSIONISI

the first r

Playhouse in the Park will
host a poetry clinic from 6-9
p.m. Tuesday at the Playhouse
to celebrate Kentucky Writers
Day.
The philosophy of the workshops is to make poetry fun
through exercises and poetry
games that provide a hands-on
experience, rather than a lecture. Leaders of the various
workshops will summarize
what is going on with the exercise and how it applies to
becoming a good poet. Session
topics include rhythm, thinking
like a poet, lyricism and
imagery. Refreshments will be
provided, as well as a notebook
for each participant to use for
their poems.
Murray State University's
Curris Center bookstore will set
up before the event in the
Playhouse lobby with publications by Kentucky poets and
MSU faculty.
Those interested in the workshop are asked to register by
April 21 by calling (270) 2174832 or at inynameismissunderhill@hotmail.com.
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Supplies,

out by tapping guitarist Sasha
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Brown and bassist Aidan
SECOND SAMUEL: Playhouse in the Park presents the secCarroll. a tandem that proved to
ond and final weekend of the Southern comedy "Second
be the perfect engineers of the
Samuel" at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2:30 p.m.
hard-driving,
bare-knuckle
Sunday. Pictured, from left, are cast members Mariah Morton,
grooves-that propel this feroCirris Hatfield, Barbara Kiester and Diana Mishica in a scene
cious group.
from
the show. For more information or tickets, call 759-1752
• 'Sister Sparrow's commandor visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.
ing stage presence alone is more
than enough to dazzle audiences. but the magic doesn't end
with her: the band's palpable
camaraderie, undeniable talent
and passion for music makes for Special to the Ledger
Shelbyville, Ky. Titled "Short Story.- the compoThe Murray State University Symphony sition develops musical characters and takes lisa contagious combination that is
taking the country by storm. Orchestra, under the direction of Dennis L. teners on a journey of their own creation.
"Barry Sharp has been working hard for the
Sister Sparrow & The Dirty Johnson and Dr. Sue-Jean Park, will present its
Birds' blend of seductive soul final concert of the spring semester on Sunday. past several years honing his craft and developing
and dirty blues-rock reminds April 22, at 2 p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium on his own unique compositional voice. His orchestra piece reflects that progress very well and it is a
audiences why they love live campus.
"We are excited to perform two standard works wonderful honor for him to have his composition
music.
For advance tickets, visit the in the repertoire, as well as a student composition selected for performance by one of our large
ensembles." said Sharp's composition teacher, Dr.
CFSB Center box office, call 1- premiere," Johnson said.
Opening
the
performance
will
be
the
overture
Mike D'Ambrosio.
800-745-30(X) or go to
Sharp is,also studying tuba with Ray Conklin
www.ticketmaster.com. Tickets to "The Flying Dutchman" by Richard Wagner.
Wagner based his opera on an old legend involv- and advanced conducting with Johnson.
will also be available at the
ing a ghost ship that could never make port,
Concluding the concert will be the fourth
door.
doomed to sail the oceans forever. It probably movement from Antonin Dvorak's "Symphony
originates from 17th-century nautical folklore. No.8 in G Major." In 1885, Dvorak premiered his
Sightings in the 19th and 20th centuries reported "7th Symphony" in London, England, and was
the ship to be glowing with a ghostly light. If experiencing some difficulties with his publisher
hailed by another ship, the crew of the Flying in Berlin. so much so that he then sent a number
Dutchman would-try to send messages to land or of his cbmPositions to Novellos of London includMurray State University
to people long deal In ocean lore, the sight of this ing hi4 "Symphony_iwa,: which eventually
phantom ship was a portent of doom.
in Lovett Auditorium
received the subtitle of"The English Symphony."
This opera was also Wagner's first extensive
"Trumpet fanfares, beautiful melodies and an
7:00 p.m.
use of "leitmotifs" in which he assigned melodies exciting ending are all in this movement," said
(doors open at 6.00 p m
or melodic fragments to characters or events. Johnson."and it will be a great vehicle to close the
"Many characters are introduced in the overture as performance."
well as the famous storm theme," Johnson said.
Tickets: $10/person
The concert is free and the public is urged to
Next on the program is a world premiere work attend and support the orchestra while enjoying an
at the door
by junior music education major Barry Sharp of outstanding performance of fine music.
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Can be purchased
in advance at
Needline
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Dance company closes 20th season Friday
Special to the Ledger

Call 270-753-NEED (6333)
for ticket information.
Mkhael Kelley impersonates
Ray Charles • Johnny Cash • Clint Eastwood • Kermit the Frog
Ronald Reagan • Arnold Schwarzenegger • Bill Clinton
Forrest Gump • Elvis Presley • Garth Brooks 8, many more

A Benefit for
Murray-Calloway County
Needline

IUi1Ur%own ir
Tired of
waiting for websites to load?

Tired of computer crashing?
Association of Telecommunications and

Youti
▪ I km
•That
You v

Williams, Rebecca Garth and costumes. Balzer said.
The Jackson Purchase Dance Darlene Kipphut.
The lobby of Lovett Auditorium
Company concludes their 20th
The Jackson Purchase Dance will display a wide range of JPDC
Anniversary season at 7 p.m. Company is composed of over 40 memorabilia, including a multiFriday. April 20, with "Dancefest dancers from the Jackson Purchase media display. Audience members
Retrospect," a special concert of region. Also featured in the are invited
to a reception honoring
dances to be presented at Murray evening's performance are students
JPDC's 20th Anniversary following
State
University's
Lovett enrolled in the Murray State
the performance.
Auditorium.
Musical Theatre Dance I class.
The 2011 - 2012 Jackson
To further celebrate the compa"The wide age range of the
Purchase
Dance Company producny's 20th anniversary, this produc- dancers and the blend of their taltion will feature seven JPDC alum- ents has allowed us to create incred- tion season is funded in part by
ni dancers reuniting to perform a ible choreography for this perform- Ronald McDonald House Charities.
past
JPDC
favorite, ance," JPDC Artistic Director a non-profit funding organization,
"Illuminations." The piece was cre- Karen Balzer. "It is a true culmiaa- and the Murray-Calloway County
Foundation.
ated in 1995, and was first per- tion of the ans."
Admission is $8 for adults and
formed at the Governor's mansion
The choreography is set to a
on Derby Day. Dancers from wide range of music. Audience $6 for students under 16. Children
Murray and Calloway County members of all ages will delight im
under 3 are free. No reservations
include Jennifer Lewis Kubik, the magic on stage brought forth by are needed. For further information,
Laurie Parker, Charlsie Young the incredible dancing, music and contact Balzer at 767-0579.
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System Management can help!

KEEPERS
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UNIQUE WAREHOUSE SHOPPING DOWNTOWN

wo
pra
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G11

Celebrating Our One Year Anniversary...
Thank you for your business!
Carolyn Marcum

Industrial and Technology building room 242.
If you need assistance bringing in your computer or any
questions please call 270-227-6024. We are to the right of the
Curris Center right over the bridge at Murray State.

Furniture • Home Decor • Vintage Glassware • New Crystal Pieces
I amps • Pictures • Vintage Jewelry • New jewelry & More
Oncrl

10am-4pm
Sat the 21st of April
25$ for the entire tune-up
This is an Murray State University ATSM fund raiser

thru Saturday 11).00

- 7 n(I' •

Come and check out my store.
...
You're going to like what you find!
ii.„41
103 North 3rd Street • Murray, KY •(270)761-5814,,,,
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha
Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

010
Legal
Notice
Invitation to Bid

Supplies, Equipment, Furnitaure and/or Other
Miscellaneous Goods Catalog and/or Inventory

get & Times
its the sec-

y "Second
2:30 p.m.
lah Morton,
in a scene
I 759-1752

The Calloway County Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for Supplies, Equipment, Furniture
and/or Other Misc. Goods. Catalog and ,or
Intentore for the Calloway County School District.
Bids will be accepted until] 2:00pm, Friday, May 4,
2012. Specifications are on file at the Board office at
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Any
interested bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 270-762-7300. The Calloway
County Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or,all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
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Legal
Notice

060
Help Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ATTENTION ROOFING CONTRACTORS
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
First United Methodist
Church located at 503
Maple Street in Murray.
Kentucky is soliciting
proposals from qualified roofing contractors
for replacement of roofing of portions of its
buildings. Project will
include removal of
existing roofing and
installation of new
underlayment
and
shingle
roofing.
Contractors must carry
general liability and
worker's compensation
insurance coverage
Bid packets may be
obtained at the church
offices, and sealed bids
must be submitted no
later than May 11.
2012.

Help Wanted

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently accepting applications for the following
position: RN Midnight shift part-time. We
offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing 8 Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
is currently accepting applications for a Staff
Development Coordinator. Must be an RN
licensed in the state of Kentucky and prefer
MOI certification. We offer an excellent benefit
package. Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing
and Rehabilitation Center 2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025 No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has
a part-time position for an experienced dietary
aide for nursing home environment, Must be
able to work days. afternoons and weekends.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and
Rehab Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently
accepting applicabons for the following posrbons
Stale Registered Nursing Assistants We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
w You tiptoed right into my heart.
1 knew !loved you from the start.
That stn3ng hand,that smiling face.
You were always full of grace.
Your smile, your voice,so sweet and
dear.
You filled my world with endless
w cheer.
You own my heart, my precious one.
You filled my heart with endless fun.
w Togetherness.each hug,each kiss.
All of this I surely miss.
I loved the times you tucked me in,
w The mornings when our days begin.
My dear Allen. you will always be.
The whole wide world and all to me.
t
i I am thankful for each hour we spent.

THE Murray Ledger &
limes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

All the happiness that you lent.
w It matters not that we are apart.
t
a
You will always live within my heart.
I love and miss you.

A

Dottie

1,1111,11111111,1FIP VIP V VIIV

CARD OF THANKS
The J.B. Poyner Family
would like to thank every,
one for the calls, cards,
,
prayers, flowers, and visits •-)
to the funeral home.
.(.\

Thanks to John Dale for
the wonderful service, the
Glendale Singers, and the
care team for the food.
Thanks to the J.H.
(:,-• Churchill Funeral Home for ,
making us feel like family.
G

- The J.B. Poyner Family
(4.

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

CUSTOMER
and
Sales
Support
Assistant
PeCO
Products
has two
immediate openings for
the right candidates
that possess strong
telemarketing and customer service experience. computer skills,
and an energetic attitude to help grow our
sales to new and existing customers. Solid
communication
and
organizational skills are
a must. Full time M-F,
8-5. Fax resumes to
(270) 767-1775 or mail
to: Sales Assistant,
3812 US Hwy 641 N.,
Murray, KY. 42071.
Interviews
will
be
Scheduled for those
who qualify for this
position.
GRAPHIC Designer.
Must be a good communicator, work well
with others, and be
able to multi-task Mac
and Adobe Creative
Suite
Experience
Required,
Benefits
package
available
Send resume or apply
in person at Automated
Direct Mail. 1410 N
12th St Suite G,
Murray, KY 42071.
SCHWARZ
Supply
Source 250 Melvin
Henley Drive. Murray,
KY 42071 Immediate
openings for expehenced warehouse forklift operators. Must
apply in person.

at a local insurance agency. Customer
service representative needed. Hours are
8AM-5PM Monday - Friday. Insurance
experience preferred, but not required.
Computer skills are required. Excellent
pay and fringe benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-P, Murray, KY 42071
060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classified!,
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings a ill appear on
this wetisite.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
St Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray. area
job listings. Thank you.
EXPERIENCED brick
layers needed.
270-331-0706
FULL and part-time
employees
wanted.
Days or nights. Apply in
perscin at Sonic in
Murray.
PAPA John's Pizza is
now accepting applications for -the following
positions: shift leaders.
delivery drivers, &
pizza makers. Shift
leaders- full-time management position applicants must have min. 2
years restaurant management experience,
have a valid driver's
license, proof of insurance, reliable vehicle.
Delivery drivers must
be at least 18 years of
age. have a valid driver's license, proof of
insurance,
reliable
vehicle. Inside help
must be at least 16
years old. Papa John's
offers flexible schedule, discounted meals.
health
insurance,
401K, on-the-lob training. Apply at 656 N.
12th St. Murray No
phone calls please.

180
Lawn I Gwden

Computers

060
Help Wanted
PT to FT facility main
tenance and grounds
care at lake area
resort. Joe 436-2345
TIRE changer needed.
Apply in person at
Economy Tire,
203 Main St,

MDM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ALL types PAPER
GOODS: letterheads,
receipts, military, historical. Preferably pre1950. 270-293-4510
ALWAYS
buying
antiques, vintage collectibles. One piece or
all. 270-978-0229
270-339-9196
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 270293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

Tcip_Pmes Raid Fr,
$ Gold & Silver LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
30LD 12th btiMurray. KY
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

FLEA
market 2nd
Saturday of every
month. $5 for 20820
spot. Call for details
Produce vendors welcome. Free to public
753-1462 6159
St. Rt. 94 E. in Murray
SEASONED business
man recently moved to
the Murray area and is
looking for a business
If you have a good
business to sell at a
fair price.
270-254-6121 or e-mail
samdsugg@gmail.com
All information guaranteed to remain confidential.

Articles
For Sale

Houses For Rent

GARLANt
RENTAL

1BR, appliances, fur
fished,
8
lease
deposit. No pets.
270-753-0728
270-994-3308
1BA,
2BR,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441

if you've got it, we can store lt"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St,
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

270-753-2905

119E Main
(270) 753-6266

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

ze Unts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

1850 St Rt. 1 21S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753

812 Whitnell Ave.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

753-3853

'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Northwood

Nordic Track treadmill
3 yrs old, in great
shape. $400 obo.
862-812-8033
WOODS Zero Turn
mower. 828 hours.
Model 6210. 62" cut.
Engine
Kaw
Gas
F0620D.
$3995.00
270-227-9905

STORAGE
1 302 HILLw000 Dm

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

I IPA

, K•

STORAGE
454 GRANT Ito. • Munsuir„ Kr

MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

(270) 753-1713
Check us out
on the Web!

rffnents For Rent

MOBILE home lots.
Different sizes, all with
city water. 559-2032

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Newly Remodeled
2BR w/ Large
Shaded Lot
Covered Porches
$9,500
Great Starter Home
Property
Rental
Of
For An Investor
DON'T MISS OUT!
753-6012

Free Pallets

HEELER puppies. 6
weeks old. $150.00 Ph.
270-227-1734
REGISTERED Siberian
Husky Puppies. White
with blue eyes. Ready
to go home today!
270-674-5236

270.97 El. 1 1 07
270.97 El . 1 1 09

605 E South 12th St

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

HIGHWAY 80

SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

www.murreyIedgercom

COMPLETE Dispersa over
350
head
Registered
Black
Angus. Sunday, April
29, 1.30 PM, Lone Oaks
Farm, 10000 Lake
Hardeman
Road.
Middleton, TN. Call for
Catalog (731)376-0011.

April
Showers
Oring May
Flowers!

38R 2BA $700 rent 8
deposit. 1800 Valley
Dr. Apt. A. Pick up info
on door. 270-753-8242
1

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from 3345
'BR from 5375

Lnali&TIMES

270-753..8556
1505 Duiguld DT.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opporIuruty

Home Delivery
Local Mail
330.00
6 mo
355.00 3 mo. .....
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
1
3 me.

Loading Dock ot
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

150
Articles
For Sale

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Tomato & Pepper Plants
Petunia & Geranium 1 I.tI1yut 11.1skets
Potts Greenhouse, 1107 Potts Rood
1-5 p.m. N1-F s
'.iii. Sat
t
2 )3 - r)s s

150

WARD-ELKINS
HEY mommy & daddy
Summertime is here.
Would love to care for
your kids. Across from
the park (Hazel). Have
pool. Candice.
270-227-2111

180
Lawn I Gwclen

Articles
For Sale

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail

1PUreelf & &1101illan,

Subscription's

$40B0 3
3mo
6 mo...-- 380-00
1 yr.--...3120.00 1 ,T.

Cheek
Money Order
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
Name
plus deposit all utilities 1
Address
St.
1
included.
I
270-492-8211
City

.46-11111111111
S6
re.
b

lisummusilor,

I State

-$145.00
Visit

M/C

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
For Sale:('lean 1995 Tigershark Jet Ski
2 seater - new battery - trailer - one owner cover - used very little last hvo seasons kept
under cover all the times when not in use

SUBSCRIBE

Price: $1,850.00
Phones: 270-227-5740,

270-7.27-7480470-753-8234

Mail this coupon with payment to-

re,

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 41071
Or call (270) 788-1918
•

a
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460
Homes For SW

Public SW

PUBLIC AUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times

SUDOKU

Sudoku isa number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several widen numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty levet
of the Concept's Sudolcu incleases from Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

Da% e Green

•••.

SATURDAY, APRIL 21 AT 10:00 AM
NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
121 N., MURRAY

al I

LI j

a

ANTIQUES, ANTIQUES, ANTIQUES

6
-I

orb,

willys jeep, Tonka Minute Maid truck,
Lincoln toy wrecker, metal cars, model car.

I loo,e lie. Sale: 1207 Mimosa Lane. Nliirra.‘

Grainiteware-blue & white granitware,gray,

22(K) 511. H.. 3 beilruoins with 2 masters, 2 bathroiiiii,
S19).00() 20-752-M22

6

Services Offered

Crocks-blue & white crock pttchers & bowls
butters and other crocks
Adverliseing tins, old cameras, Army
helmets, canteens, Boyscout items, speas

minnow trap,adverliseing clocks,
Fishing lures,reels,old boat motors, BB
guns, tools, hammers, pipewrench. and
more.

Street
Approx. 1,200 sq. ft., 3 BR,
1.5 baths, laminate flooring, central lila
recently painted and cleaned
$69,000.00
270.293.4676

House For Sale: 217 Spruce

BRAD'S
Pressure
Washing. Serving the
Purchase Area for over
12 years. Insured &
free estimates.
270-519-0913

Furniture- rocker, metal bed, primative

PUBLIC AUCTION

For complete listing visit our website:
www.dougtaylorauction.com or
www auctionzip corn auctioneer #10823
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
James Staggs. Jr..
TN Auctioneer Lic. #6200 — 731-363-3634

Doug T'ayfor 'Auction Service
YOUR Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
200 Adkins Lane Puryear, TN 38251
Telephone i731) 247-3784
Doug Taylor. Auction/Broker
TN Lic #2027 KY Lic #RP7209 Firm #1782
-.T.av(or Made 'Auctions Are Better"
No Buyer's Premium

BENEFIT AUCTION
for National Federation of the Blind
I NFB) Murray Chapter
Weaks Senior Citizen Building
Saturday, April 21 • 10.AN1
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
400
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE
1087
POOR FARM RD
FRI & SAT
8:00 AM
Fools.mwmwase.
Incoln spot welder &
welder, drills. home
decor. work bench, boys
clothes 4T-6, women%
clothes, shoes, purses.
jewlery.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1970 ST. AT.
121NORTH
1,2 mile past national
Gaurd Armory on right

Fri. & Sat.
7-?
Toys. Household
items, Clothes, Old

MOVING/
YARD SALE
75 Hawthorne
Rd.
SATURDAY
7AM-1PM
Furniture, home

decor, tools.

KENTUCKY KIDS
CONSIGNMENT
SALE

CFSB Center
APRIL 26-28
Sell or volunteer and
shop early.
270-734-9543

Stoneware Crocks.

YARD
SALE
31 Faxon Road
Saturday Only!
Office furniture
exercise equip
E-Z loader boat trailer,
10 ply truck tire set
of 4 (16x75x265),
queen bed,
microwaves.
toater oven, and
much more.

MOVING
SALE
505
BEALE ST
FRI & SAT
7AM-1PM
Furniture, clothes
toys, & more

410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

Murray ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real twtate adcerteed herein
subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal k, advertise any preterence, limitation or discnminabon based on race, color, relt.
pm,set handicap familial status or national origin, or intention to make any ,uct, prefer
meek, limitations or dnenminabon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or ads ertising
of real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We wp11 knowingly accept am
advnfising for real estate which
is not in violation at the law All
prisons are hereby informed
that an dwellings advertwed are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P !Adam.(791164k1000
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COMMERCIAL & residential cleaning. Free
estimates & references
available. Call Brittany
731-363-0159

270-293-8192

coffee tables, pie cabinet, and more

SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 2012- 9:00 AM
Henry Co. Fairgrounds.
Selling from 3 Estates - vehicles, tractors,
coins, guns, tools, boats

4

2 5 4 9 3 6 1

& Tinws
Grant RI

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service

table,shelves, tables,dresser & mirror,trunk,

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
wwwchavisauction.com
KY Lic #P2521

9
3
8

2 3 1

8

From Drywall &
Painting to
Country Living. Kirksey_Area Recently Remodeled
3.4 shaded acres. 3BR. 2BA,1745 sq. ft of living area, many refinished hardwood floors,
Central Heat/Air, NEW 20X22 deck. New Pella
Windows, large unfinished basement. Huge
736 sq. ft of attached garage/shop.
NEW PRICE $138,900 (270) 227-6295
440
Lots For Sale
3 lots in Deerwood
Estates. Lots 93 & 95
are together w/electric
pole on property. Lots
282 unit 1 has no
amenities. Call
928-427-0058. If no
answer. call
928-231-7239.

460
Homes For Sale
3BR. 2BA, 1153 sq .ft
1633 Catalina Dr.
Murray. $95,000. Price
reduced. www.10realty.com 270-759-5327.
FOR sale or trade.
3000 sq. ft. under roof
4BR.
unfinished.
2.5BA, 2 car garage,
large kitchen and living
room on 1 acre lot with
trees. 2 miles south of
Murray. 270-293-7775
LIKE older homes, but
don't want the upkeep?
Check out this 2-story
Victorian built in 2000.
2,200 sq ft. of unique
features, 3BR. 2.5BA,
large wrap around
porches, professionally
decorated and landscaped. 704 Nancy
Drive, or zillow.com.
270-293-3364

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR

SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONS' TH XN IS

270-753-2279

Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE EST:MATES

Call 753-5606
2000 Beige Toyota
Avalon XLS V6, 131k
miles, leather heated
seats. tinted windows.
sunroof. $6,250
270-227-9846
500
Used Trucks
SELL 2002 F150 Ford
King Ranch 2WD,
215,000 mil 6,500
Very good
270-748-5991 or
489-2883

Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone 12ft slideout.
30ft
bumper
pull
58.995 270-293-4602
5TH wheel Prairie
Schooner 34' camper
2 slides out. So many
extras, you have to see
it. Call 270-293-2314
530
Services Offered

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

www.geclIc.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890

:Knight's
Carpet &
Covering

Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

293-1924

45 Yearn Experience
Visa Our Showroom
641 South I 5 miles to
403 Tom Taylor Trail
(270) 753-7728

(270)873-2098

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

Grand Openings
Garage Doors
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
-Removal
-Stump Grinding
-Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839
G&H
CONTRACTING'S
=CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPES
in Decorative
Fencing
.Decking
Lic. & Ins.
FREE
CONSULTATION
(270) 978-2623

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

for
HAPPY
Friday. April 20,2012:
This year you discover your
inner reclusive side. Others
might express their worry or be
taken aback. Respond openly to
their inquiries, as much as you
can. Most likely, you will be
enjoying your downtime. If you
are single. you could meet
someone who is emotionally
unavailable. Be careful before
you plunge into a new relationship. If you are attached, the two
of you will spend a lot of time
together and enjoy it. Make sure
you get enough R and R. A fellow TAURUS can be pushy!
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** You keep putting your best
foot forward, but someone continues to step on it. Be more in
touch with how much you offer
and give. You will see the difference quite quickly when you
approach others with this newfound awareness. Tonight: Buy
a few items to spruce up your
wardrobe.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep an even pace. take
a power nap if need be. A New
Moon in your sign promises a
new beginning. You want to be
the captain on the ship of your
life, not just a passenger. Do not
allow someone's negativity to
become a burden. Tonight: All

Mowing & trimming
Small or large yards,
reliable and dependable Shrubs, mulch,
hauling, gutter work
available. Call Steven
767-9178 978-7002
MICKEY WILSON

(270)925-5387

LAWN mowing. Free
estimates. Colby Fox:
270-227-9027

smiles

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Sales & installation

USED TIRES Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

111114
ROOFING

DRYWALL & painting.
no job too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
731-363-0166.

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
'Discovery Flight
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yellow & green granitware wood boxes,

jars, amber ball jar, blue lighting jars, glass

2
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Toys-old toys,Structo toy gas truck, Mar toy

Murray

West Kentucky's
finest Installers

270-293-9633
270-227-2115

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable,
& Dependable
Free Estimates,
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERtNG

DAY
PAINTING
753-4931
JIM

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6, TRUCKING

MI Your Septic seeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

'FREE ESTIMATES'
K&B Lawn Mower
Service.
Mulching.
Brian Bean. Free estimates. 436-5430
293-2849

METAL ROOFS &
BUILDINGS
-The best around
'Cheaper than shingles
'Insulates & increases
value of your home
'Energy Star 40yr warranty
'Quick & reliable
'Licensed & Insured
Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238
30 yrs. Experience

MRCHELL
BROS.PAV1NG

1-ree estima
Call Kevin at

Commercial &
Residential
-Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs expenence
Locally Owned/Insured

270-293-4020

(270)759-0501

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
ROOF leak? Call a professional Emergency
roof repairs and complete new roofs Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421

-Light Hauling
-Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
270-227-0906

DEVELOPMENT

*Kitchens t(
Bathronsas
•Derkx
•hourance Work
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weel*.
1,11 pickup,
• locally os% ned operated

w h Tr
eushhoggmq
-Garden Tilling
-Driveway Grading
.Clearing
-P

LAWN CARE

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing
Licensed and insured
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
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YOUR trash is our
treasure. Colson O'Neal
Complete
Clean Up and Yard
Care Service. Free
estimates. 227-8138 or
436-2263

Selling your motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916
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by Jacqueline Bigar
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
*** You have been thinking
through some life decisions.
even if you haven't necessarily
wanted to. You might be on the
verge of making them a reality.
Be aware of the implications of
your decisions. A child or loved
one is out of sorts. Tonight: You
can decide to do nothing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Get past someone's
demand, or handle a responsibil-

ity. By midafternoon, you'll tend
to be more gregarious. Whether
you're at a lunch meeting or a
social happening, you seem to
say and do the right things.
Make the most of the moment.
Tonight: Do not allow today's
mood to get the best of you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Quickly make calls,
reach out for others and get to
the basis of an issue without coloring the story by personal bias.
Someone might make a demand
or request that forces you to take
the lead; make it your pleasure.
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Deal with calls and people individually. You could be
unusually uptight about a situation and allow it to color your
day. Pull back to see if this is the
case. Take a walk, detach and
approach others with a new attitude. What a difference that
could make! Tonight: Go with
something offbeat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Try to curb a tendency to
self-sabotage. You have been
unusually negative or touchy
lately. Others might approach
you, but head in another direc-

tion before they say much if they
catch a whiff of your attitude.
Tonight: Work on being optimistic.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your effort to preserve a
situation might backfire. You
cannot fight change -- not emotionally, personally or professionally. Go with the flow, and trust
that something better is ahead.
Later today, you could sense a
change in the air and in how you
feel. Tonight: Join an acquaintance you do not see often.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Listen to your inner
voice. You sense that you might
want to get out the door or start

the weekend early. Listen to a
child or loved one: he or she will
encourage you to go with spontaneity. Think before you leap.
Tonight: Let your energy make
the call.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Tension builds and causes
a problem when you interact with
authority figures. Know when to
pull back and opt for a less public stance. A personal or domestic issue needs more attention at

this point. Try not to juggle as

much right now. Tonight: You do
not need to go far.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep communication

flowing, even if you don't exactly
understand what is happening.
In your mind, you sense that
someone is holding back.
Accusation will not work, but
eventually he or she will let the
cat out of the bag. Tonight: Visit
with a friend on the way home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Someone could be asking
for what you cannot give. This
person might not understand
why you refuse to go along with
his or her request. Distance
yourself for now. In the near
future. you could get past this
resistance. Tonight: Head home.
then decide.
BORN TODAY
Actor Ryan O'Neal (1941)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.

(c) 2012 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

YOU IRE
YOUR
Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LL(
LICENSED & MORRO • COMMIRCIAL & RESIDENTIAL

Video Surveillance
Recording Systems
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Call Today 270-759-089011
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured are members of a Murray State University sorority, Alpha
Omicron Pi, during All Campus
Sing. They did a rendition of
VH l's"Pop Up Video" in the sorority division of the competition.
The United States Achievement
Academy recently announced that
Christopher Glenn Hill from Murray has been named an All American Scholar and a United States
National Award winner in Mathematics.
The Murray State men's tennis
team was seeded No. 1 for the
upcoming Ohio Valley Conference
Tennis Championships as both the
Racers. and Lady Racers look to
defend their conference titles.
Murray City Council member Bill
Wells presented Ken Riley of LWD
with a certification of appreciation during the council's meeting
for the company's efforts in the
October and March Make A Difference Days. He was also presented with a key to the city.
Twenty years ago
Winners in the Murray Ledger
& Times Coloring Contest include
Grant Rudolph. Ashley Bogard,
Andy Cutini. Jessica Jenkins. Amy
Shupe and Kim West.
Joan Capo was installed as a
new member of the Kentucky
Barkley Bass 'N Gals.
The board of directors at JC
Penney Company, Inc. have elected Thomas D. Hutchens. a native
of Murray. as executive vice-president and director of merchandising of the JCPenney stores and
catalog.
The Calloway County Lady Lakers held their basketball banquet
for the 1991-92 season with Krista
Stalls. Dana Mitchell, Anne Paul.
K wanda
Hornbuckle
Marti
McClard, Kadonna Randolph,
Vanessa Bucy. Toni Dunn. Valerie
Shelton and Carrie Bell receiving
awards.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad placed second in competitive events in the 45th annual West Kentucky Firefighters

Training Association School in
Murray. Approximately 28 teams
from 42 departments participated
in the events.
A large log house that depicted
life an the 1850's in the area
known as the Land Between the
Rivers has been destroyed by fire.
The 614th Military Police Company, Murray, had a change of
command ceremony as Captain
Douglas E. Huffman, commander
of the unit since Oct. I. 1979,
presented the unit flag to Lt. John
F. Hall, the incoming commander in the traditional military custom.
Forty years ago
Fred T. Shultz, superintendent
of Murray City Schools, had been
named as 1971 "Man of the Year"
at the annual meeting of Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Joe K. Dodd. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert M. Dodd, had been
promoted to Yeoman Third Class
while serving with Training
Squadron Nine at Naval Air Station. Meridian. Miss.
Fifty years ago
Murray High School was presented a trophy by the University of Kentucky at State Speech
Festival in Lexington. Receiving
superior ratings were Judy Ann
Cooper, Eddie Grogan. Peggy
Robertson, Margaret Crider, John
Nance, Kaye Wallis, Jimmie Olila,
Nick Terhune and Beverly Goode.
The Rev. Henry McKenzie was
to deliver an Easter message on
the steps of the auditorium of
Murray State College on Easter
at 7 a.m.
Sixty years ago
Dr. Josea Gonzales, representative of American College of Surgeons, had spoken at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs were to observe National
Home Demonstration Week April
27-May 4, with special window
displays in downtown stores:*
according to Mrs. T.B. Culpepper, county president.
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DEAR ABBY: My ex-husband
likes to call to ask me for advice.
Our most recent conversation was
in regard to his girlfriend and her
sexual past, which he knew about
before they started dating. He now
disapproves of her history and he
began calling her unpleasant
names. He tells me he deserves
better
but
intends
to
stay with her
until he gets
bored.
Hearing
this sort of
talk gives me
stoma
achache and
heartburn. I
feel terrible
Dear Abby for
the
woman.
I
By Abigail
want to be a
Van Buren
friend to my
ex,but I'm not
sure I can handle the stress it
causes. He has had a hard life,
and I didn't make it any easier
by divorcing him.
Is the only solution not to take
his calls, like my friends tell me?
I'm not sure I can do that without major guilt. -- WISCONSIN
READER
DEAR READER: I'll offer
another option: The next time your
ex starts asking you for relationship advice, tell him you don't
like hearing the way he talks
about his girlfriend. Explain that
it makes you so uncomfortable
that you prefer to avoid the topic
of his love life. If he respects
your wishes. continue taking his
calls. If not, because you find
them upsetting, refuse them.
And please. stop feeling guilty
about the divorce. From your
description of your former husband, he is a user, and you're
lucky to be rid of him.
••••4I

DEAR ABBY: I attend a church
with about 350' worshippers. The
church provides a supervised nursery for infants to 2 years of age.

Most parents with babies use it.
However, one couple has a 2year-old child and a 2-month-old
baby. These parents do not take
advantage of the nursery, but keep
the kids in the sanctuary.
Last Sunday the baby. who
was in the father's arms, cried
during most of the service. The
parents may be able to tune it
out, but many of us were very
distracted by the wailing.
The father is a schoolteacher.
I couldn't help but wonder how
this teacher would handle a student who caused such a disruption in his classroom. I don't think
he would tolerate an hour of loud
crying from anyone. Why don't
these people understand their
behavior prevents others from worshipping as they would like? -SILENCE, PLEASE
DEAR SILENCE, PLEASE:
That's a good question, and one
I recommend you pose to the person who was conducting the service. Out of consideration for the
congregation, he or she should
"remind" the parents that the nursery is available, and stress that
in the future it be used to prevent the problem from recurring
because the disruption caused "so
many complaints."
.NO11

DEAR ABBY: I was recently
a bridesmaid at a friend's wedding. The bride gave all of us
bridesmaids gifts after the reception. The bags were fancy and
contained expensive gourmet
chocolate candy. When I went to
open mine. I noticed the box had
already been unwrapped and half
of it had been eaten. I didn't say
anything to the others or the bride
because I didn't want to hurt her
feelings or seem ungrateful. What
should I do? -- BRIDESMAID
IN TENNESSEE
DEAR BRIDESMAID: I see
no reason to bring it up now.
Expensive or not, it's only a box
of chocolates, and it appears someone may have bitten off more
than they should chew.

Today hi History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. April 19,
the 110th day of 2012. There are
256 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 19, 1912. a special
subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee opened hearings
in New York into the Titanic disaster. (The hearings, which were
subsequently moved to Washington. D.C.. concluded on May 28.)
On this date:
In 1012, Alphege, Archbishop
of Canterbury, was slain by Danish invaders in Greenwich. EngE3

13

but ultimately futile battle against
Nazi forces.
In 1982, astronauts Sally K.
Ride and Guion S. Bluford Jr.
became the first woman and first
African-American to be tapped for
U.S. space missions.
In 1993. the 5I-day siege at
the Branch Davidian compound
near Waco, Texas, ended as fire
destroyed the structure after federal agents began smashing their
way in; dozens of people, including sect leader,David Koresh, were
killed.
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Biological father's age may
be one factor causing autism
DEAR DOCTOR K: I ant a
34-year-old woman married to a
man more than 20 years my senior. Our first child, a son born
four years ago, is autistic. I have
heard that older fathers are more
likely to have autistic children_
Is this true?
DEAR READER: When I was
in medical school, I spent a summer working
with autistic
children and
will never forget the experience. The
children
seemed so distant
from
everyone
-others
their
Dr. Komaroff own age, the
health profesBy
sionals around
Dr. Anthony
them and, of
Komaroff
course, their
parents. They were in worlds of
their own. They often appeared
happy in those worlds. But in
failing to connect with people
around them, from my perspective they were missing one of the
most important parts of being
alive -- in particular, the ability
to receive love.
What was even more distressing was that theories about autism
placed a lot of blame on the parents. How the parents interacted
with the child was thought to
have caused the autism. As a
result, parents often had a layer
of guilt placed on top of the
unimaginable suffering of feeling
that their child was lost to them.
In contrast, it seemed to me
that these children were probably
born different, and how their parents treated them had nothing to
do with it.
I am not an expert on autism.
I have learned what I know from
experts here at Harvard Medical
School. No one knows the causes of autism, but today the apparent consensus is that they are biological -- something a child is
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School. Go to his website to send
questions and get additional information.)
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PAINT
can download books onto) I
TRAY IS IN
received as a gift would come in
THE BAG
handy during an emergency. As I
Dear was reading one night, the power
Heloise: suddenly went out. The room went
When doing totally dark, except for the light
some PAINT- from my reader. The light it gave
ING around allowed me to find my way through
the house, you the house to search for candles,
can
make flashlights, etc. It also holds a
cleanup
a charge for quite a long time. I plan
breeze by put- to keep it on my bedside table from
ting two plastic shopping bags(with now on. -- Karen P., Conyngham,
print side turned inside out)on your Pa.
paint tray.
EXTRA COUPONS
Just put one over the other on
Dear Heloise: I have another
each end and tie with a knot. You way to share coupons. I would like
may have to work the roller down in to suggest giving them to animal
the tray if the bags are a little snug. shelters, humane societies and vetPour the paint in the wrapped tray erinarians' offices for pet/animal
and paint away. When it's time for food or supplies. Many times peocleanup, you can cut the knot and ple could use a little help feeding
invert the bags back off the tray. the furry little/big ones. I know I
You can even put the used roller look for the coupons all the time. -cover inside the bags,close them up Donna W.in St. Augustine, Fla.
and throw them away. No cleaning DRYING GLOVES
Dear Heloise: I store my rubber
your paint tray, and no need to buy
a tray liner. -- Carmen from dishwashing gloves on the top rack
of the dishwasher. This allows them
California
Love this hint, as it's a cleaning to drip-dry between uses and lets
and reuse one at the same time! -- me know that the dishes are dirty
until it's time to run it. -- Patti, via
Heloise
email
EMERGENCY LIGHTING
Dear Heloise: Little did 1 know SAVING SPACE
Dear Heloise: Place mats can be
that the e-reader (Heloise here: an
electronic tablet computer that you hung together on a skirt hanger.

by
HeMse

They take up very little space in a
closet and are easy to view. -Phyllis H., Jensen Beach, Ha.
NUMBER REPETITION
Dear Heloise: In a column, a
reader suggested you repeat your
telephone number a second time
when leaving your phone number
for someone to return your call.
When I leave a message requesting a callback. I first state my name
and then my telephone number. At
the end of my message, I repeat my
name and telephone number.
Consequently, if the recipient
missed the telephone number, listening to just the first part of the
message again enables the person to
hear the number without having to
play the entire message back again.
This is particularly useful when
leaving longer messages. -- Roger
in Belle Mead, NJ.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
7950(X), San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I-210HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received in my
column
King
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ACROSS

SWEETHEART, DO YOU
THINK WERE LESS PASSIONATE
THAN WE USED TO BE'

born with.
As to your question, I'm told
that some research has shown that
a child's risk of developing autism
does rise as the age of the child's
biological father nses. One study
found that the risk was smallest
for children of fathers younger
than 20 and greatest for children
of fathers older than 50. A man
in his 40s,for example, was almost
six times as likely to have an
autistic child as a man age 20.
In this autism study, boys were
more likely to develop autism
than girls. But the risk for girls
also increased as fathers got older.
Why would this be? One theory is that the genetic material
in the sperm of older fathers has
somehow become altered in harmful ways by mutations. Mutations
change the shape of a gene -and of the protein the gene makes.
A newer theory doesn't focus
on the shape of genes. Instead, it
speculates that the genes in the
sperm of older fathers are shaped
normally, but are inappropriately
turned on or off.
Don't misunderstand: The great
majority of children born to older
fathers are not autistic,or unhealthy
in other ways. Nevertheless, since
you already have one autistic child,
you and your husband should discuss your concerns about another pregnancy with your doctor
and a genetic counselor.
There are many things you can
do to make your son's life as
happy and healthy as possible.
One of my colleagues at Harvard
Medical School, Martha Herbert,
M.D., has written a wonderful
new book, "The Autism Revolution," about whole-body strategies
for helping those with autism.
You can find out more about it
at
website,
my
www.AskDoctorK.com.

Hints From Heloise
land, after refusing to allow himself to be ransomed. (Revered as
a martyr. Alphege was canonized
by Pope Gregory VII in 1078.)
In 1775, the American Revolutionary War began with the battles of Lexington and Concord.
In 1861, a week after the Civil
War began,President Abraham Lincoln authorized a blockade of
Southern ports.
In 1933, the United States went
off the iold standard.
In 1943, during World War
tens of thousands of Jews in the
Warsaw Ghetto began a valiant
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FIRST REGION ALL 'A' SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT

Elite
runners
prepare for
Murray Half
Marathon

tl

HEATH 8, MURRAY HIGH 0

ust a bit shod

THE MIKHAYLONA
RUNNING CLUB
WILL SEND TWO
PROFESSIONALS

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
A year ago, the Larisa
Mikhaylova Running Club
brought Tatyana Mironova to
Murray for the city's inaugural
half marathon.
blistered
the
Mironova
course, taking the first-place honors in the event.
Mironova isn't returning for
an encore this weekend in the'
second Murray Half Marathon,
but the Mikhaylova Running
Club is still one to watch, as
Mikhaylova says she's bringing
two elite runners to Saturday's
event.
"We enjoyed the race very
much," Mikhaylova said. "Last
year was successful for my runners and the people working the
race were kind and everything
was fine.
"We decided to come again
and I have good runners for this
race and they are in good shape."
Among those elite runners are
Lilian Mariita and Tatyana
Byelovol.
Mariita, a 23-year-old from
Kenya, enters Saturday's race on
a bit of a hot streak.
In January, Mariita won a half
marathon in Miami with a time
of 1:16.05, then in March,
Mariita set a new personal best
GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times
for the 13.1 mile half marathon
course, completeing an event in Shortstop Julia Curtis fires to first base during last night's First Region All 'A' Tournament finale. Though the Lady Tigers would ultimately
Pennsylvania in 1:13.13.
fall 8-0 to Heath, they'll use the experience to push ahead into district schedule.
Mariita's previous time was
1:14:30, which she set in
knew that Neely Quint was going,
Philadelphia in 2011
to be tough," he said, ''We
"Lilian is running very good
weren't going to get a whole lot
right now,- Mikhaylova said. -1
off of her. We hoped to get more
hope she can run better at this
than we did, but she's tough. The
race, and that depends on weathmore runs they got. the more it
er and things like that."
put us back on our heels and put
errors
would
WADDELL
prove
to
be
the
GREG
By
another
Joining Mariita as
Lady Tigers' undoing. After scor- us in a hole."
Assistant Sports Editor
possible winner is Byelovol, who
Still, overall though. Grogan
ing
five runs on seven hits in the
the
Murray
Tuesday
night,
at 42-years-old, is running as
noted
that last night's game, like
High softball team experienced bottom of the inning, Heath was
well as she ever has.
much
of the rest of the season.
able
to
seize
control
and
would
one of the highest moments of
Byelovol, a native of the
will be a learning experience for
their young season. Less than 24 never relinquish it.
Ukraine, ran her personal best
: "We hung in for a little while his young team. It's also one he
hours later, they endured the lowhalf marathon time of 1:12.02 in
and
then they hit us with a pretty hopes they don't forget anytime
est.
February
of
1996, but in
2011;'
Taking to the field against offensive onslaught,- Murray soon.
Byelovol won a full marathon in
"This is a lesson," Grogan
Heath
High School in the finale head coach Rick Grogan said.
Jacksonville, Fla. with a time of
of the First Region All 'A' "We got to where we threw the noted. "You've got to go through
2:43.55.
Tournament, the Lady Tigers ball around a little bit and that's these. You know, you're not
Susan Davis, coordinator of
came up just short of their run to something that we hadn't done a going to win every game and
the Murray Half Marathon, said
Owensboro. dropping a heart- whole lot this year. A team like some losses are going to hurt
in a press release that several
breaking 8-0 game.
(Heath) is going to make you pay more than others. This is one of
those.
11A
MARATHON,
in See
Still, early on, Murray held for it and they did."
"We put ourselves in a positheir own against the 11-5 Lady
Once they were able to, a
Pirates, matching them pitch for comeback of such a large magni- tion to do something special
pitch through the first three tude would have been tough with early on with a group that's pretGREG WADDELL Ledger & Times
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
innings.
the quality of pitching that Heath ty young and to come this far and
Murray High rightfielder Rachel Todd looks to make
to fall short, it hurts. We want the
The fourth, however, is when possesses, Grogan admitted.
contact in yesterday's All 'A' finale. The Lady Tigers
things would get ugly as a num"A couple of runs wasn't too girls to feel that a little bit and
would ultimately fall 8-0 to Heath.
ber of timely hits and unforced had, but when the darn broke, we
•See ALL 'A', 11A

LADY TIGERS FALL JUST SHORT OF ALL
'A'STATE TOURNAMENT WITH 8-0 LOSS
TO HEATH IN FIRST REGION FINALE

Cardinals
rout visiting
Cincinnati
11-1

MURRAY STATE BASEBALL

Not quite enough

JAIME GARCIA
PITCHES WELL,
ADDS TWO RUN
TRIPLE
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jaime
Garcia pitched seven effective
innings and hit a two-run triple,
Carlos Beltran homered again
and the St. Louis Cardinals
extended their winning streak
to a season-high four games }
Wednesday night with an 11-1
rout of the slumping Cincinnati
Reds.
Beltran hit a two-run shot,
his fifth homer overall and second of the series. Tyler Greene
also had a two-run homer while
Rafael Furcal had four hits and
drove in two runs.
Garcia (2-0) allowed one run
on seven hits and three walks.
He was aided by four double
•See CARDSNALS, 11A

THOROUGHBREDS FALL 10-4 TO THE
VISITING MEMPHIS TIGERS

--tokkAoksit

'40,ar-xl"Z
GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

Shortstop Travis !soak fires a throw to first base during
yesterday's 10-4 loss to Memphis.

From MSU Athletics
Memphis used the long ball
Wednesday afternoon as the
Tigers hit four home runs in
handing Murray State an 10-4
defeat at Reagan Field.
The Tigers (17-20) got on
the board in the first as Jacob
Wilson delivered a two-run
home run to right field with
two outs.
The Breds (18-20) got a run
back in the second as Jacob
Rhodes doubled to right center
to lead off the inning. After a
sacrifice bunt from Brandon
Elliott, Dylan Wheeler drove
in Rhodes with a single to left
field.

MSU tied the game in the
third as Ty Stetson beat out a
bunt single with one out. Mike
Kozlowski delivered at twoout single to left field before
Rhodes' grounder to first went
through the legs of the first
baseman, allowing Stetson to
score from second.
UM took advantage of a
throwing error to help push
across a pair of runs in the
fourth. A base hit and a walk
put two on with one out. T.J.
Rich hit a grounder that was
thrown into left field on the
force attempt at second, allowing a run to score. After a double steal, Tucker Tubbs deliv-

ered a sacrifice fly to center
field.
The Tigers extended their
lead with a two-out rally in the
fifth as Wilson hit his second
two-run homer of the game,
and Eli Hynes made it back-toback with a home run to right
field.
UM added another home
run in the eighth as Derrick
Thomas led off the inning with
a home run to left.
The Breds returned the
favor in the home-half of the
inning as Travis lsaak led off
the inning with a home run to
left field. For Isaak, it is his
team-leading sixth home run of
the season and marks the second time this season he has
homered in back-to-back
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•All 'A'
From Page 10A •

,dger.com

Times
Murray High's Bethany Shoiar leaps to make a catch
against Heath last night.

JEFF ROBERSON / AP
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St 'Murray KY• 753-3415

KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
First Region All A Classic
at Heath
Wednesday
Ballard Memorial 14 Hickman County 0
Today
Graves County at Calloway County 5
pm
KHSAA Sports
Prep Softball
First Region All 'A- Classic
at Murray High
Wednesday
Heath 8, Murray High 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 RE
HHS (11-5) 0 0 0 5 2 1 0 - 8 2
MHS (13-3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 00
II
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

RBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

dB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SO
2
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
8

Mator League Baseball
All limes EDT
National League
East Division
L Pct
Washington
10 3 769
Atlanta
7 5 583
New York
7 5 583
Miami
6 6 500
Philadelphia
5 7 417

28- Grogan
38Pitchers
Harper

r, „

Van Hayerstock

GB
212
212
312
412

Central Division
W
L Pct
St Louis
9 3 750
Milwaukee
6 6 500
Pittsburgh
5 7 417
Cincinnati
4 8 333
HOUSt0f1
4 8 333
Chicago
3 9 250

IP H R ER BB SO
8 9 8 6
1
0

West Division
W
L Pct

homered with two out in the
second. That was not an
plays and helped his cause with
uncommon occurrence —
a triple off the wall in center
Beltran
had also homered off
field in the sixth that made it 7Latos
in
his two other official
1 and chased Mat Latos (0-2).
The Reds have dropped five at-bats coming into Wednesday,
of the first six games on their though Latos did later retire
10-game road trip and are Beltran for the first time in the
already five games in back of fourth on a groundout.
NOTES: Adam Wainright,
the Cardinals in the NL Central.
Devin Mesoraco drove in who has never started a season
Cincinnati's only run i'vith an 0-2, will try to avoid a third
infield single in the fifth.
consecutive defeat when he
Latos lasted 5 2-3 innings takes the ball for St. Louis on
for his longest stint of the year, Thursday. ... Of the eight posibut was touched for eight runs tion players that started for the
on nine hits while walking three Reds, only three were hitting
and striking out six.
better than .200 at the beginThe Cardinals greeted Latos
ning of the night. ... Berkman
rudely as Furcal doubled down
the line in right leading off the left the game in the fifth inning
first and Beltran followed with after aggravating a left calf
injury. He was to be re-evaluata walk.
Furcal later scored on Lance ed and is considered day-toBerktnan's infield single and day. ,.. Reds starters have not
David Preek/NPlivered a two- earned a victory since Johnny
Cueto beat Miami 4-0 on openrun double:
Beltran made it 5-0 when he ing day.

GB
3
4
5
5
6

Los Angeles
Arizona
Colorado
San Francisco
San Diego

9 3 750
7 5 583
2
6 6 500
3
6 6 500
3
3 10 231 652

Thursday's Games
Chicago Cubs iSamardzsa 2-0) at
Miami iNnlax.co 1-0), 12 40 p m.
LA Dodgers (Harang 0-1) at
Milwaukee Moil 0-1), 110 pm
Cincinnati tArroyo 0-0) at Si Louis
)Wainwnght 0-21 1 45 pm
Atlanta (Minor 1-1) at Arizona
iCollmenter 0-0) 940 pm
American League
East Division
+Ad
L Pct
Baltimore
7 5 583
Toronto
6 5.545
New York
6 6.500
Tampa Bay
6 6.500
Boston
4 8 333

GB
12

Central Division
W
L Pct GB
9 3.750
6 5 545 21/2
5 5 500
3
4 8 333
5
6
3 9 250

Texas
Seattle
Oakland
Los Angeles

West Division
L Pct GB
10 2 833
7 6 538 3t2
6 7 462 4t2
4 8 333
6

GB
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From Page 10A
other elite runners are also registered for Saturday's event, and
added that was an additional goal
when the idea of a half marathon
in Murray first started.
-When we first envisioned the
Murray Half Marathon, we want-

ed it to attract not only the casual
runner, but also the elites,- Davis
said. "We,wanted to offer people
the opportunity to run among
some of the best runners in the
world, while at the same time
.providing a small-town atmosphere and friendly race.
"We are so happy to have elite

runners not only participate, but
give us praise for the course, the
race staff and the overall experience."
The second Murray Half
Marathon is set to begin at 7 a.m.
Saturday morning,and will begin
at the Center for Health-and
Wellness at 716 Poplar Street.

Steve Callison
270-366-6971
James Jones
276-266-9543

••
r
.0..16.$1::

NATIONALGUARO.corn
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I

2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
(from Murray,I-la miles on 94E)

EARTH DAY FLAT SALE!!!
Friday & Saturday Only

•Baseball
From Page 10A
games. Two batters later,
Rhodes joined the party with a
no-doubt shot to right field, his
third of the season.
UM pushed across two
more runs in the ninth as Adam
McClain delivered an RBI single up the middle before
Wilson delivered a sacrifice fly
to center field.
Kyle Cornett (3-2) took the
loss after allowing seven runs,
five earned, on six hits over
3.2 innings. Michael Wills (21) earned the victory as he
allowed two runs, one earned,
on four hits and seven strikeouts over seven innings.
Rhodes led the offense by
going 2-for-4 with a double
and a home run.
The Breds return to the diamond Friday evening as they
open a three-game road series
GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times
at Jacksonville State. First Murray State's Kyle Cornett delivers a pitch during yespitch is set for 6:30 p.m.
terday's game against Memphis.

Spring Spruce Up Specials!
8 ft. Jumbo Treated
Landscape Timbers

MYERS

only

Buildinci Materials Since 1933

$2.99 each

MYERS LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 South 4th St.• Murray • 270-753-6450
Hours.- Mon.-Frt. 75.00, Sat 7.(0-12:00

I

Choose from all your favorites:
Vinca Zinnias Marigolds
Impatiens Cosmos
Open Monday-Friday 9-5, Saturday 9-5, Sunday 1-5

www.beanstoblossoms.com
suzannecathey@aol.com

Sponsored by:

TransCanada
59th Asixisaaa

$5.00 OFF \I, Gallon

HURRY,
Supplies
Limited!

PORTER'PAINTS'
1

I1 Limit 2 Gallons Per Customer.
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With Coupon. Expires 5-30-12
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5k Hushpuppy Dash
Horse & Mule Farm Pull
Demolition Derby

Monday, April 23

Street Dance

Tuesday, April 24

Carnival Opens
Country Dance - Branded Country

Wednesday, April 25

Fish Tent Opens
Christian Concert - Saul2Patil

Thursday, April 26

Arts & Crafts Show
IPRA Rodeo

Friday, April 27

Grand Parade
Arts & Crafts Show
IPRA Rodeo

Saturday. April 28

Small Fry Parade
Arts & Craft Show
Catfish Races
Junior Fishing Rodeo

i

r
I

Buy 1 flat of 3-packs at regular price,
get the second for 1/2 price.

Satuiday April 21

For complete schedule of evelits
jrra

1
3

Detroit
Chicago
Cleveland
Minnesota
Kansas City

•Marathon

iother home
1 as Derrick
e inning with

eturned the
e-half of the
Isaak led off
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aak, it is his
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arks the secason he has
Uck-to-back

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Heath 8, Murray High 0

Bangers
AB R
Harper
3 0
Atkins
0 0
E Grogan 3 0
Curtis
3 0
Todd
3 0
B Sholar
2 0
Fitzer
2 0
Moss
2 0
Carver
2 0
Huston
2 0
Totals' 220
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From Page 10A

St. Louis Cardinals Jaime Garcia, lett, rounds first on
his way to a two-run triple as David Freese comes in to
score during the sixth inning last night.

son," Grogan
to go through
r, you're not
ry game and
going to hurt
This is one of

.5'caPEIE

Grogan said."We still have a big
tournament coining up at the end
of the year and that's something
that we're going to shoot for.
Hopefully, the experiences that
we've had here and in South
Carolina are going to bode well
for us when that time comes."
If the run they've on to this
point counts for anything, they
should be just fine.
The Lady Tigers will return to
action next Tuesday as host district foe Marshall County in a
5:30 p.m. showdown.

•Cardinals

Ledger & Times

ough, Grogan
it's game, like
)f the season,
experience for
's also one he
brget anytime

maybe the next time they get
here, they'll remember the feeling
and remember what it takes to
get in and make it over the
hump."
More than that though,he also
added that he hopes it reminds
them of their limitations as well.
"We know that when we play
well we can play with anybody in
this area," he said. "But we also
know that were young enough
and inexperienced enough that if
we don't play well and make just
a few mistakes, we'll pay for it.
We're not so talented, so mighty,
that we're going to be able to
overcome a lot of mistakes.
Tonight was an example of that
and we just hope to not make so
many mistakes next time."
• Still, for as disheartening as
last night was, Grogan noted that
they'll leave the past in the past
and move forward from here.
One thing they'll take with them,
however, is what they learned
about themselves. When district
tournament time comes around,
that's something he hopes they
remember.
"What we want to take away
is that we feel like we can play
with anybody in the region,"

GREG WADDELL / Ledger &

I ultimately

lint was going,
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STOREWIDE
SPRING SAVINGS EVENT
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American Furniture Chaise Sofa

Broyhill Sofa

Love Seat $498

Love Seat $568

Broyhill Sectional Nail Head Trim
Performance Leather
Available in 18 Colors

WI

Lane Dual Reclining Pad-Over
Chaise Leather Sofa Drop Down
Tray Table with Heat & Massage

Lane 4 Piece Sectional Package
Accent Chair $498

Signature Design Sofa Stafford
Antique
Love Seat $648

Snuggler Chair & 1/2 Reclining $698

Ashley King Poster Bed
Catnapper Triple Reclining Sofa
Pad-Over Chaise with Drop Down Dresser & Mirror $1188 Chest $888
Console Dual Reclining Love Seat with Tray Table

Catnapper Bonded Leather
Pad-Over Chaise Sofa

Cup Holders $898 Wedge $298

Dual Rocking Reclining Love Seat $848
oftiv„

.1

.4

1 _741i

VICZ

Chairs

98 IR I\11140,
Standard Queen Bed $298
Dresser & Mirror $588 Chest $298

Ashley Table 2 Arm Chairs 6 Side lntercon Classic Oak Pedestal
Table & 4 Chairs with Formica
Chairs 9 Piece Set
Server $768
Top & 18" Leaf 5 Piece Set
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•See P

wEATH

Lane
TODAY

70$

IMAne

50s

.1We
Lane Queen Ann
Wing Rocker
Recliner 6 Colors

Lane Rocker
Recliner

168

Lane Pad-Over
Chaise Rocker
Recliner

88

Daily
Twin Star Wine
Twin Star
Twin Star
Cellar with
Entertainment
Bottle ChillerEntertai
2 Zones
Digital Remote
Lane Pad-Over 18 $1
-0;
Center
98 Remote
Chaise Leather
Control Control Mantel Fire
Rocker Recliner
Digital Fire Place Place Entertainment
14:94

481

4
98

$198

Serta Mattress 1st Queen Euro Top Set $398 King Set $598
Tempurpedic & Serta I Comfort Selection with Adjustable Beds
Interest Free Up To 4 Years Take The Comfort Test & Sleep Better
I F11111 NG Fl UN I ii RI .%1 I

01 moml.
NNI 1/0 Is S'‘‘i )
SUMBICBITER 3801 Hbillasollo Rood
Histossw SO• A Nil Mk East of 1-24
KY 442-4466• 1-800-7815-6224
aoloPadOtrtir •IAA* 10.7. Swam 14• Irridgy

4i3
461 South 161A Street, Polecat+ KY
442-4466•1-110D-460-6224
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